
Grades 5-8 Dress Code Policy

Girls' Uniform
Required Top Donnelly's oxford button down blouse (white) AND Navy blue blazer with school name
Required Bottom Donnelly's uniform plaid skirt
Required Shoes Solid black, flat-soled dress shoes | Athletic sneaker for field trip AND gym attire
Required Accessories Opaque, navy blue tights OR Navy knee high dress socks | Plaid cross tie |  Belt (traditional, leather or canvas) for field trip pants
Required Field Trip Attire Navy blue polo with logo | Hilfiger uniform khaki pants (Donnelly's pants will be grandfathered in) 
Required Gym Attire Sport gray ss OR ls t-shirt with logo | Royal mesh shorts with logo OR Royal sweatpant with logo | Sport gray sweatshirt with logo (optional)

Boys' Uniform
Required Top Donnelly's oxford button down shirt (white) AND Navy blue blazer with school name
Required Bottom Hilfiger uniform khaki pants (Donnelly's khaki pants will be grandfathered in) 
Required Shoes Solid black, flat-soled dress shoes | Athletic sneaker for field trip AND gym attire
Required Accessories Necktie | Belt (traditional, leather or canvas) | Navy blue dress socks
Required Field Trip Attire Navy blue polo with logo | Hilfiger uniform khaki pants (Donnelly's pants will be grandfathered in) 
Required Gym Attire Sport gray ss OR ls t-shirt with logo | Royal mesh shorts with logo OR Royal sweatpant with logo | Sport gray sweatshirt with logo (optional)

Wearing the Uniform
Girls
Oxford Blouses Tucked in and buttoned up to the top, with appropriate cross tie.
Polo Shirts Tucked into Khaki pants on field trip days
Uniform Blazer Worn over the blouse
Skirts At waist, length must fall 2 inches above the knee, must not be rolled
Tights/Socks In good repair with no holes or runs
Shoes None of the following are permitted: canvas shoes, atheltic shoes, sneakers, slippers, UGGs, sandals, or boots
Boys
Button-Down Shirts Tucked in and buttoned up to the top button
Ties Properly tied and fitted at the base of the neck
Uniform Blazer Worn over the button-down
Pants At waist, secured with a belt
Belts Traditional leather or canvas 
Socks Navy blue dress socks
Shoes None of the following are permitted: canvas shoes, atheltic shoes, sneakers, slippers, UGGs, sandals, or boots



Grades 9-12 Dress Code Policy

Girls' Uniform
Required Top Donnelly's oxford button down blouse (white, blue, pink, or yellow) AND Donnelly's/Hilfiger uniform sweater 
Required Bottom Donnelly's uniform plaid skirt OR Hilfiger uniform khaki pants
Required Shoes Flat leather shoes (i.e. Sperry® Topsiders)
Required Accessories Opaque, navy blue tights for under skirts | Dress socks for under slacks
Optional Items Quarter zip pullover with school logo (purchased at school store)
Warm Weather Option Hilfiger uniform short-sleeved polo shirt with school logo (May be worn from August to Columbus Day; after April Vacation to the end of the year)

Boys' Uniform
Required Top Donnelly's oxford button down shirt (white, light blue, yellow, or blue/white striped) AND Donnelly's/Hilfiger uniform sweater 
Required Bottom Hilfiger uniform khaki pants
Required Shoes Flat leather shoes (i.e. Sperry® Topsiders)
Required Accessories Necktie | Belt (traditional, leather or canvas) | Dress Socks
Optional Items Quarter zip pullover with school logo (purchase at school store)
Warm Weather Option Hilfiger uniform short-sleeved polo shirt with school logo (May be worn from August to Columbus Day; after April Vacation to the end of the year)

Wearing the Uniform
Girls
Oxford Blouses Tucked in and buttoned up to the third button
Polo Shirts Tucked in
Quarter-Zip Pullover Worn over the blouse or polo shirt
Uniform Sweater Mandatory on Liturgy & special event days, worn over the blouse or polo shirt
Skirts At waist, length must fall 2 inches above the knee, must not be rolled
Tights In good repair with no holes or runs, worn under the skirt
Shoes None of the following are permitted: canvas shoes, atheltic shoes, sneakers, slippers, UGGs, sandals, or boots
Boys
Button-Down Shirts Tucked in and buttoned up to the second button
Ties Properly tied and fitted at the base of the neck
Quarter-Zip Pullover Worn over the button-down or polo shirt
Uniform Sweater Mandatory on Liturgy & special event days, worn over the button-down or polo shirt
Pants At waist, secured with a belt
Belts Traditional leather or canvas 
Socks Dress socks, no athletic socks
Shoes None of the following are permitted: canvas shoes, atheltic shoes, sneakers, slippers, UGGs, sandals, or boots
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